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Abstract. Was he Romanian? Was he Greek? A prestigious physician? A
Freud forerunner? A Balkan statesman? The main 19th century theoretical adversary of Marx and Marxism? A great reformer of educational systems? Truth to tell,
Apostol Arsaki was all these: a famous oculist (the first one in the Balkans to have
the relevant university degree) but a right-wing Romanian statesman, who granted
large sums of money to Greece, in order to set up girls’ schools working along the
lines he regarded as being morally (and spiritually) the right ones. The study of his
life and achievements is a daunting task; nevertheless is a righteous mission; so let
us proceed.
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Preamble
The early years
Apostol Arsaki, a Vlach1), was born in Hotahova, a small village now in
Albania, near Përmet. It was in 1783 or 1784; and the Christian populations
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of Epirus were still depressed following the measures the Sublime Porte
had taken in order to cope with the menace of Russian troops’ landing in the
Western Balkans2). The foreseeable corollary was that all the Arsaki family
left “stony Epirus”; for material and intellectual progress was no more possible there for not-Muslims, and settled in Bucharest, Wallachia, where prosperity smiled upon them. In point of fact, the Danubian Principalities, namely Wallachia and Moldavia, were under the Sultan’s suzerainty only – and
not under Ottoman sovereignty as the rest of the Balkan countries were; and
the ruling social stratum was formed mostly by Phanariots, i.e. Graecized
people from Constantinople, and their autochtonous acolytes. Gheorghe Arsaki, Apostol’s uncle, who was the first of the family to migrate to Wallachia,
grew rich very rapidly; and also did his brother Chiriac. The latter was the
father of Apostol; and so the future statesman was given a good education by
private tutors. Nonetheless, uncle George was sagacious enough to grasp at
once the extraordinary intellectual gifts his nephew was endowed with; and,
accordingly, not only did he suggest that the young Apostol should pursue
further studies in Vienna, the famous capital of the Hapsburg Empire, but
also he declared that he was ready to undertake the expense.
Ita factum est: in 1804 Apostol Arsaki
was in Vienna. There he studied mainly
Philosophy, but not being entirely fulfilled he enrolled, on 17th May, 1810, as
a student in the University of Halle, in
Germany3). After merely two years, on
the 11th March, 1812, he was awarded
his doctorate in Medicine and Surgery4).
After that he traveled in Italy; and it
was there that he wrote his famous book
with reference to the nervous system of
fishes5), a subject that was to be investigated by Sigmund Freud as well6). It
seems that for some time Arsaki had it
in mind to follow an academic career –
and more specifically to be a professor
at the University of Halle, his alma maApostol Arsaki
ter. But finally he changed his plans;
and after having attended, in Vienna,
the courses of Ophthalmology of Georg Beer, he settled in Bucharest…and
opted for a political career.
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I
Politics
Arsaki is known mainly for his dispute with Marx and Communists. As
a matter of fact, he was the first – and for many decades the last – European
to contest the very notion of “proletarian” and “surplus-value”. This dispute
took place in two stages: the first one in 1848, the revolutions’ and insurrections’ “Crazy Year” (année folle); and the other in 1860/1862, when the
Romanian élite tried desperately to find a solution to the agrarian question,
the social plague of the Romanian countries.
The 1848 revolution in Wallachia was clearly a radical one – far more
radical than the insurrections in other European countries. Gheorghe Bibescu, the prince regnant of Wallachia, abdicated and a Provisional Government
was formed under the… Metropolitan Neofit, i.e. the undoubted head of the
Orthodox Church7). Arsaki was flabbergasted by the event. And much to his
surprise, the Sublime Porte, Wallachia’s and Moldavia’s suzerain Power, as
well as Russia, Protector of the two Romanian Principalities, were hesitating as to whether intervene and manu militari restore the political status quo
or not. He sensed, moreover, that revolution in the Romanian Lands was
somehow the corollary of the publication, in February of that same year, of
the famous Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. He
wrote, therefore, two “appeals”, one to the Imperial Court of Russia, and the
other to the Ottoman Porte – and he did not mince his words: “If the revolution was triggered off so easily in Wallachia, the fault was that of prince
Bibescu, who let the conspiracy be hatched before his very eyes, warranting
to everybody that peace in the country was sure”8). What then of Bibescu’s
thoughtlessness? “The chiefs of the insurrection became the masters of the
country and of its resources; their subversive activity was henceforth boundless, for it was –somehow- legitimate”9). The impact of this legitimation was
apparent: “All the country…[was] in terror. The freedom of Press…[did]
exist – but only for their followers and by no means for their opponents.
And the peasants [i.e. the enormous majority of the Romanian populations
at those times], who used to laugh out loud at revolution and its adepts, …
[finally], terrified, were beginning to regard the whole situation as normal”.
And the Parthian shot against (most probably) the metropolitan Neofit: “A
fight of those who have something against those who do not have anything is
now unavoidable; and the outcome of this fighting will be unhappy in every
country in which the government is controlled by Communists”10). In short,
in Arsaki’s opinion, after the 1848 insurrection, Wallachia was a communist
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country; and this “source of Communism” would very soon be a real “cancer” that was going to “consume the surrounding countries”11).
Be that as it may; the point is that Arsaki’s appeals had not been fruitless. In September 1848, Ottoman troops crossed the border and overran
Wallachia in order to overthrow the left-wing government; and Fuad effendi, their Commander-in-Chief, published an eloquent proclamation: “A
revolution, born of the ghost of Communism, against which the whole of
Europe is fighting now, was triggered off in your country”12). Simultaneously the country was invaded by Russian troops, too. And the Russian
general issued a proclamation in which “Anarchy” was pointed out as being the foe to be beaten in Wallachia13). Given, moreover, that Moldavia,
at the same time, was undergoing the same fate; the 1848 Revolution was
over in the Romanian Lands.
“Anarchy…Communism”. As foretold, it is beyond all questions that
the 1848 revolution in Wallachia and Moldavia was one of the most radical
in Europe14). It is noteworthy, moreover, that Arsaki was the first among the
adversaries of Marxism to use the term: “Communism”; and his assertion
that the struggle “of those who have something against those who do not
have anything” was henceforth “unavoidable” and must be regarded as a
riposte to the axiom of Marx that “our society is divided into two hostile
classes, the bourgeoisie and the proletariat”15). He was one of the very few
in Europe then who grasped what was really going on. That is why, furthermore, the Ottoman and Russian proclamations to the Wallachians have been
traced from his brainchild. This 1848 story, nevertheless, was simply the
shape of things to come.

***
Politically speaking, the tragedy of Arsaki consisted in the very fact that
the protagonists of the 1848 insurrection in Wallachia and Moldavia were
the ones who vividly advocated the national integration of the Romanian
People. It is a matter of fact that Alexandru Ioan Cuza was elected, in 1859,
prince regnant of Moldavia first and of Wallachia afterwards16). Cuza, nonetheless, was a skilled student of the 1848 revolution; it was clear, therefore,
that the unification of the Romanian Lands under his – princely- scepter was
going to jeopardize the very existence of the social stratum to which Arsaki
belonged. It is noteworthy, moreover, that in 1859 Arsaki was the deputy
chief of the Conservative Party of Wallachia. Its leader, Barbu Catargiu, was
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the only Wallachian Conservative who did not adopt a clearly negative attitude as far as Cuza’s election was concerned. But the Party’s rank and file
was wholeheartedly behind Arsaki. And given that the Conservatives had
the majority in the Wallachian Assembly, it was for him to decide whether
the Romanian Principalities would be united or not. And last but not least,
Arsaki feared Cuza not only on a personal level but on another, i.e. an ideological one, too. As a matter of fact, he was one of the very few European
statesmen to see clearly that very often Nationalism was, in those times, the
vehicle of Marxism – and vice versa.
But Cuza’s protector was Napoleon III, emperor of the French. For
Cuza, an officer of the Moldavian Army before his election, had done his
studies at Paris and was regarded as an avowed francophile17). And Arsaki
clearly saw (given that the Crimean War was already over and Russia defeated) that France was to be the virtual Protecting Power of the Romanian
Principalities. He did not, therefore, prevent the unification process of Wallachia and Moldavia under a unique hospodar18). On the contrary, he led the
Conservative Party in voting in Cuza as Prince of Wallachia19).
What a paradoxical situation! Arsaki contributed decisively but almost
involuntarily to the national integration of the Romanian People; and in doing so he paved the way for the coming to power of the 1848 revolution’s
surviving protagonists – and their followers and epigones as well. Therefore, an outstanding paradox of Modern European History was born: a “red”
prince regnant at odds with two venerable right-wing statesmen. And the
situation reached its peak, when, in May 1862, a project of agrarian law
came up for consideration in the Assembly of the Unified Principalities of
Wallachia and Moldavia. This project of law was of conservative inspiration; for it was based on a little book that Arsaki had written and published
only a couple of years before on “The Question of Property”20).
Although small, Arsakis’ “Question of Property” is a very important
work. Because it is one of the very few in which the Marxian and Marxist
Weltanschauung is disputed on purely theoretical grounds (and it goes far
beyond the concept of Nationalism as it is in vogue today). As a matter of
fact, Arsaki was obsessed with two key ideas of Marxian/Marxist theory,
namely the surplus-value and the proletarian ones. As for surplus-value, he
underlined the following: “It is indisputable that land has no other value
than the one that is given to it by the ploughman’s labor. But the labor of the
ploughman, too, has no other value than the one which is given to it by the
land worked by him. For if there is a lot of land that remains unproductive,
because there are not enough men to work on it, there are, on the other hand,
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a lot of people who fade away, because there is no enough land to work”21).
And as far as the proletarian was concerned: “The peasant’s property consists of his livestock, his wagon, his plough and above all his work that
was regarded by Turgot… as the most important, the most sacred, the most
imprescriptible of all human properties. And it is the protection of these
very properties by the State that makes the peasant able to see that there is
a country worthy of his love and a government worthy of his obedience”22).
In other words, according to Arsaki, wherever the proletarianization of the
populace is taking place, ipso facto the State will be to blame.
Truth to tell, Arsaki wrote having in mind ploughmen, i.e. rural workers. It is impossible, nonetheless, to deny that his assertions were valid
for workers in general as well23). In point of fact, he was a follower of
the Physiocrats, the French economists who believed that wealth derives
mainly from land; and Anne Robert Jacques Turgot (1727–1781) was a
leading authority for him. He was not very hopeful that industry is the key
to humankind’s prosperity24); and he believed that commerce may prosper
only if engaged in freely, without government interference25). In brief, he
was a right-wing statesman; and he was one of the very few who understood what the key difference between Right and Left was. “Men”, he
underlined, “must be mature, ready for everything [they want]; and they
will be mature enough to own something if they esteem its true worth and
acquire it thanks to their toil”26). Otherwise the acquisitions perish – as do
those who are not worthy of them27).

***
Be that as it may; in May and in June 1862, B. Catargiu, prime minister
of the Unified Principalities, spoke four times in favour of the scheme for
agrarian legislation already submitted to the Assembly of the Unified Principalities. This project (in law) involved reform similar to the very one emperor
Alexander II had put into practice in Russia merely a year earlier, in 1861.
The key element in both the Russian and the Romanian reforms was the rural districts28). The project was about to be put to the vote, when, on 8th June,
1862, Catargiu was assassinated. Even today no evidence exists as to his murderer. Most probably, nevertheless, it was Alexandru Ioan Cuza, i.e. the prince
regnant, who was the instigator of that “perfect crime”29). After that tragedy,
Arsaki assumed the premiership of his country for a couple of weeks30); but he
was afraid of meeting with the same sad fate as B. Catargiu. So he resigned;
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and his successor, Nicolae Kretzulescu, closed the matter. The Catargiu/Arsaki agrarian law was never promulgated; and Arsaki died in 1874.

II
The Education of the Women
While still in Vienna and attending the ophthalmology courses of G.
Beer, Arsaki had written and published an essay in classical Greek on the
gender issue in ancient Sparta and Athens31). His findings were astonishing:
Women lived on equal terms with men in Sparta but not in Athens. In other
words, the democratic régime of the latter was less favourably disposed to
the female gender than the authoritarian one of the former was. It was the beginning of his rupture with the Greek/Graecized progressionist intelligentsia
who were then preparing for the outbreak of the 1821 revolution. As a matter
of fact, A. Arsaki had played absolutely no part in the Alexandru Ipsilanti
and Tudor Vladimirescu uprising in Romanian lands; that is why he was not
affected by the ‘purge’ of the Greek elements that took place in Wallachia
and Moldavia after the Ottoman Porte had again taken control of the Danubian Principalities. Nonetheless, his ‘divorce’ with the left-wing thinkers was
absolute. And he was sagacious enough to understand that women are the
‘barometer’ of every society’s moral condition. The situation in Wallachia
was already a typical one. The establishment of the Phanariot régime in the
Romanian Principalities (in Moldavia in 1711 and in Wallachia in 171532))
involved many reforms, because in little more than one hundred years
[1711–1821] all domains of social life –finance, agriculture, administration,
justice, the church, and culture- were the object of a vast reorganization
that led …to the modernization of Romanian society33). This modernization
was, nonetheless, very controversial. As pointed out by Nicolae Bălcescu,
the leading figure of the 1848 revolution in the Romanian Principalities, the
Phanariots34) established a kind of “State serfdom”35), which degraded the
Romanian peasantry completely. Simultaneously the Phanariots, strongly
backed by the Greek Church, i.e. the Constantinopolitan Patriarchate, conveyed the ideas of the Philosophers, who were then paving the way for the
French Revolution. The situation of upper class women in Bucharest may be
regarded as an eloquent example. The rulers from Phanar, anxious to display
their liberalism in the retrograde order prevailing in South-Eastern Europe,
gave women a quasi-absolute economic independence. It was mandatory for
every pater familias to provide his daughter(s) with a dowry corresponding
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not to his own means but to the social position of his future son(s)-inlaw36). The dowry, moreover, was
inalienable. For the husband had
absolutely no legal right to it. As
a matter of fact, in case of divorce
he was obliged to refund in toto to
his ex wife, who, according to the
law, was the only person having
the ‘freedom’ to give away a part
of her dowry – not to her husband
or even to her son(s) but only to her
daughter(s). In sum, the women of
the Wallachian aristocracy were
most privileged. They did not concern themselves with education or
families. Their only care was to be
always pretty, even beautiful; and
so their life was all told a struggle
against the “Destructive Time”.
Frontispiece of the volume cited
Needless to say, this struggle often
in the note 31
involved the economic ruin not of
the wives but of their husbands – and their fathers as well37).
It was a deplorable situation; and Arsaki had had a personal experience
of it. One of his daughters, Elena, had married, under duress, an elderly man
who, moreover, was bedridden. Later, while a young man was paying visits
to the married couple, the young wife fell in love with him and became his
mistress. Even Bucharest, the Enlightenment metropolis, was scandalized;
and Arsaki repudiated his girl. No matter! After the bedridden husband’s
death, the lovers ‘tied the knot’ anyway38). It was with good reason; therefore, that Arsaki blamed the moral and intellectual climate the Phanariots
had created in the Romanian Principalities for his daughter’s disreputable affair. The corollary was that he decided then to found not in Romanian Lands
but in Greece -recently liberated from Ottoman sovereignty – conservative
girls schools, where not even a trace of Enlightenment philosophy would
be taught. And his beacon? A book published in Vienna in the last years of
the eighteenth century. Its title was: “The true path to happiness”39), and the
author was the famous Dimitrie Darvari, a Vlach from Vlaho-Clisura, in
south-western Macedonia, member of a wealthy and influential family, and
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a relative of Arsaki’s wife40). Arsaki regarded D. Darvari as the only intellectual who was sincerely trying to espouse Christian teachings and marry
them with the Philosophy of Ancient Greece thus avoiding bitter conflicts
between them41).
And so Arsaki began donating, from 1850, very significant sums of
money to the “Athenian Hetaeria of the Friends of Instruction” for his vision
to materialize.

***
This Hetaeria was famous. It was founded in 1836, i.e. only seven years
after the end of the 1821 Revolution in Greece and merely three after the
Ottoman troops evacuated the Acropolis. Its foundation was by no means an
exclusively philanthropic act. For as early as 1831 John Henry Hill, an American missionary of the Episcopalian Church, established a school for girls in
Athens. His intentions were excellent; but he was regarded with suspicion
by the – freshly crystallized- Greek establishment. By definition, the “Greek
was anybody who was strictly Greek Orthodox”42). It is beyond any doubt
that this concept implied simply a rigid ritualism and not, of course, the revitalization of the Christian Faith in the recently liberated lands. But it was the
very basis on which modern and contemporary Greek statehood is based. The
subsequent? Abrupt abandonment of girls’ education in Athens at the hands
of an American Episcopalian ‘scared’ almost ‘to death’ both the politicians
and the intellectuals of the tiny Kingdom of Greece. That is why, as foretold,
eminent members of the Athenian society founded in 1836 the “Hetaeria of
the Friends of Instruction” in order to promote women’s education.
Nevertheless, the only tangible bond between Ancient and Modern
Greece was poverty. In point of fact, the Hetaeria had run out of money
already in 1846. Arsaki, therefore, was a real deus ex machina as regards
it. For thanks to his generous donations, it could buy land in the very centre
of Athens and build there an impressive “School for Girls”. The impressive
building stands even today43). But far more important was its rôle during the
late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries. The Hetaeria in fact was
highly favored by almost every Greek government from 1850 on. It was a
private association; but as far as its educational programme was concerned it
was given the same status as was the government. Thanks to Arsaki’s donation, it was able to establish a chain of schools not only throughout the Kingdom of Greece but also regions still under the Ottoman Porte’s domination,
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which were coveted by the Greeks. The girls, moreover, who had passed
through the Hetaeria’s primary and secondary schools could attend a special course and obtain a teacher’s diploma. And with this very diploma they
were able to find teaching posts not only in Epirus, Macedonia and Thrace
but sometimes in Asia Minor as well. As a rule, they were paid by the Greek
Orthodox communities. What of their mission? Above all – to encourage
obedience to the Greek Church.
The point, however, is that A. Arsaki never condescended to visit the
country on which he bestowed his money. The only condition, in fact, that
he laid down for the disbursement of his money was that the building in
the centre of Athens would be named after him (Arsakeion). Hetaeria tried
to circumvent this condition, and as a result Arsaki’s munificence dried up.
Finally, everything was put to rights, but Arsaki never came to Athens.
It was up until the 1980s that the Hetaeria kept running its Arsakeia
schools along the lines drawn up by its benefactor. But in 1981 a socialist party came to power – the first time in the turbulent history of Modern
Greece. The corollary was that the socio-political régime changed in practice. The Hetaeria wished to function hand in hand with the New Era in order
to maintain its privileged status. In the late 1980s, therefore, a radical change
took place: education offered in the Arsakeia schools would be no longer
solely for girls but for boys, too. It was a blatant violation of Arsaki’s will;
and nowadays there is an important and lively dispute in Athens whether
this extreme change of the Hetaeria’s educational character and rôle was a
justifiable one. But, in fact, this is a debate on the essence of education to be
given to the Greek youth; and a wholehearted and acceptable solution to this
burning problem has not been found yet.
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